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The Eurasian Solar Union 
Star Navy  
 (Voyenno-Kosmicheskiy Flot)  
The Eurasian Solar Navy was handled 
very roughly by the NAC and its allies 
during the Third Solar War, especially 
during the final year of the war.    The 
ESU ship designers and fleet admirals 
were ill prepared for the realities of 
massed fighter and missile attacks like 
those utilized by the FSE and, to a lesser extent, the NAC.   Many military 
analysts believe the ESU may have capitulated if not for the increased attacks 
by the Kra’Vak and the United Nations brokering a cease fire between the 
warring nations.    Towards the end of the war the ESU parliament ordered a 
series of “purges” be conducted within the Solar Fleet and People’s Army.    
The survivors of those purges, operating out of the Xiang Military District, took 
charge and began calling themselves the “new school” of naval warfare.   Over 
the next several years the ESU navy would reinvent itself from a 
technologically backward and doctrinally inefficient fleet to the power house 
it is today. 
 
The fleet is still lagging behind technologically compared to other nations but 
it has taken great strides to maximize what technology it does have and in 
some cases, surpassed what other nations are producing.   The common 
deployment of huge Spinal Mount Energy Weapons is a case in point. 
 
From experiences gained in the war many ESU ships mount substantial Point 
Defense Capabilities and are the only nation to deploy ‘Fighter Suppression 
Ships” (Escorts) the size of battleships.  Fully three quarters of the capital fleet 
has been equipped with Area Defense Fire Control though the majority of 
those are assigned to fleets near ESU and Islamic Federation borders.  The 
ships that are not so equipped are typically assigned along the NSL border 
where the need for tight point defense is not as urgent.   



 
After the inadequacies of missile and fighter defense were addressed the next 
step was to reevaluate fleet and task force doctrine.   All new capital ships 
would have improved thrust capabilities to give them parity with enemy fleets 
and a greater emphasis on fighter development was undertaken.   The result 
was the excellent MG-92 Fast Interceptor Fighter and the AMG-87 Attack 
Fighter.  While many carrier groups still operate older fighters left over from 
the war, these fighters are making their way to the fleet as quickly as they can 
be produced.     Unlike the big capital ships of most navies that employ 
standard or intercept fighters on their big capital ships hangars, the ESU is 
deploying attack fighters on them almost exclusively.   
 
One curious development is the use of assault shuttles and specially trained 
boarding commandos.   With the high mortality rate involved with putting 
troops on enemy ships most navies would not consider such tactics.   The ESU 
however has never been overly ‘casualty conscious’ and considers it a viable 
tactic.  Several ships have been purpose built or converted to act as Assault 
Ships carrying these commandoes.   Only time will tell if this revolutionary 
approach will bear fruit.   
 
 Finally, small ship doctrine and design was completely overhauled.  Now the 
ESU battle line consists of small corvette and striker craft intended to operate 
in large squadrons.  Their mission is to flank wide around an enemy fleet and 
using their superior speed come in behind and deliver killing blows to already 
damaged capital ships.   The life expectancy of crews assigned to such ships is 
low but Fleet Command considers such losses worthwhile and very ‘cost 
effective’. 
 

 

Author’s Notes: 
 
*Note on the rules used:  This fleet book was written with the Full Thrust: 
Continuum rules in mind.  The carriers all have Launch Tubes/Flight Deck icons 
associated with the hangars.   If your group does not use these then simply 
disregard them.   Many SSDs also have a note about using ‘0’ Mass ADFCs.   
Again if your group does not use this rule feel free to disregard this upgrade. 
 
*ESU carrier operation doctrine has always emphasized speed and efficiency 
over safety.  That tendency coupled with fairly crude hangar bay damage 
control renders the bays particularly susceptible to secondary explosions.   All 
ESU Carriers are subject to the rules for ‘Critical Hits to Hangar Bays’ unless 
players are specifically not using those rules.  
 
*Tips for printing these SSDs:  These SSDs are formatted to fit on 5x8 index 
cards.  To facilitate printing simply adjust the paper size on your printer and 
set it to print in ‘landscape’ format. 
 
*Many, if not most of the SSDs here are based on Impoverished Lackey Hobby 
Services in cooperation with Dean “Star Ranger” and are used here with their 
permission. Be sure to visit Dean’s most excellent site http://fullthrust.star-
ranger.com/ 
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EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ZHUKOV-A CLASS SUPER DREADNAUGHT 
816NPV/1117CPV (+ fighters)  242 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36  36-48 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
Class 4 Battery            4           3           2        1 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A long-overdue modern super dreadnought design, the Zhukov class ships are 
intimidatingly large vessels with tremendous firepower and solid defenses. They are 
not quite as heavily built or gunned as the older Komarovs, but their greatly 
improved thrust rating and resulting ability to operate in formation with smaller 
cruiser and capital ships more than makes up for this. They are a relatively rare 
design at present, but several more hulls are under construction at the Xiang 
shipyards. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ZHUKOV-B CLASS SUPER DREADNAUGHT 
816NPV/1117CPV (+ fighters)  242 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Many analysts believe the Zhukov-B will be a much more successful and flexible 
variant.  The two ships that have been commissioned so far both carry the new 
attack fighters and also have been equipped with ADFC fire control systems.  
Strangely however both of those ships are being kept at the Xiang Fleet Yards and 
have not been sent on any deployments.   This has led many intelligence services in 
other navies to believe there may some flaw in the design.  Only time will tell 
however. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ZHUKOV-C CLASS SUPER DREADNAUGHT 
832NPV/1133CPV (+ fighters)  242 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
MEDIUM SPINAL MOUNT- BEAM 
Range 36MU, Beam width 1.5MU, DP = 12BD* 
May only fire every other turn, ship may not maneuver the turn after firing.   
 
 
 
 

 

Only one example of the Zhukov-C class has been commissioned so far and is 
actually a mid-construction refit of a Zhukov-A.    It remains to be seen if the 
Thor Heavy Energy Cannon will give the ship an edge in combat or not.   So far 
no fighter craft are known to have been embarked on the ship.  It is also 
unknown if the ship has been equipped with an ADFC system or not. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
MOROV-A CLASS BATTLE DREADNAUGHT 
607NPV/751CPV   180 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36  36-48 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 4 Battery            4           3           2        1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

An improved and greatly enlarged version of the older Rostov class, the 
Morov’s are more accurately termed true dreadnaughts than light or battle 
dreadnoughts. They possess very strong long and medium range beam 
weaponry, the usual extensive Point Defense array, and extremely powerful 
screen generators as well as a strong armored hull. Very expensive ships, they 
are most commonly used as fleet flagships in larger operations. Their only 
notable weakness is the lack of fighter capacity, which is sacrificed for greater 
direct combat capability. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
MOROV-B CLASS BATTLE DREADNAUGHT 
607NPV/751CPV    180 Mass 

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Morov-B is a relatively rare version but still a solid design.   Only about half 
of the ships of the class have been refitted with ADFC fire control computers.     



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KALINOV-A CLASS BATTLESHIP 
473NPV/529CPV    140 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills one and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36  36-48 
Class 1 Battery            1            
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 4 Battery            4           3           2        1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Massive and extremely durable, the Khalinov class battleships make up the 
backbone of the ESU capital ship roster and appear in almost all large fleet 
formations. They are expensive ships to build, but are a match and more for any 
human vessel of similar mass. Khalinovs carry heavy medium range beam 
armament, moderate screens, and a thick layer of armor over a strong basic hull 
structure. Their sheer toughness has led to very few losses in combat to date, 
which in turn has led to a reputation as being “lucky” ships to serve on. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KALINOV-B CLASS BATTLESHIP 
473NPV/529CPV    140 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 1 Battery            1            
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

All the new Kalinovs under construction are being built as ‘B’ variants.    
The ship is expected to be more versatile at closer ranges than the ‘A’ 
variant but still does not carry a Point Defense array commensurate with 
its class.    



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KALINOV SHASHKA CLASS BATTLESHIP 
475NPV/537CPV    140 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).    
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Kalinov Shashka class variant is actually the more numerous version of the 
class and comprises fully two thirds of battleship hulls.    Intended to provide 
the same role as smaller escorts in other fleets, few vessels can match the 
point defense ‘umbrella’ the Shaska can extend.  Most of the vessels in her 
class have been equipped with a second ADFC and all of those have been 
assigned to task forces patrolling the borders of NAC and ESU space. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
POBYEDA CLASS BATTLECRUISER 
362NPV/369CPV   107 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The smallest of the new construction capital ships, this battlecruiser design shares 
many structural components with her larger companions in the battle line. 
Sometimes assigned to small task forces as a flagship, they are more commonly 
employed in main battle line formations where they provide extra numbers at a 
relatively low cost. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
POBYEDA-S CLASS BATTLECRUISER 
378NPV/385CPV   107 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
MEDIUM SPINAL MOUNT- BEAM 
Range 36MU, Beam width 1.5MU, DP = 12BD* 
May only fire every other turn, ship may not maneuver the turn after firing.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The ‘S’ variant of the Pobyeda has yet to be built in very large numbers but it’s 
expected to be a very effective design and is the smallest capital size vessel to carry 
the ‘Thor’ class Spinal Energy Cannon.  Due to the weapons large size, personnel 
accommodations are even more Spartan than usual making the ship an unhappy 
assignment for its crew.   



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
XINGLONG CLASS HEAVY CRUISER 
300NPV/290CPV  89 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 1 Battery            1 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

One of the largest and most powerful heavy cruisers in service in any fleet, the 
Xinglong is a fair match for some light capital ships. With solid active and 
passive defenses, heavy beam weaponry, and a decent turn of speed, these 
ships are expensive but hard to match. They form the core of many 
independent cruiser squadrons, and are also found in close support of heavier 
battleline ships in larger fleets. Xinglongs are the class most often used to 
“show the flag” in diplomatic missions, and are some of the most widely-
recognized ships in the ESU fleet. 
 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ORISKANSKY CLASS ESCORT CRUISER 
228NPV/205CPV  67 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Oriskansky class is a specialist cruiser design intended to provide area 
defense coverage to smaller squadrons and non-battle line units, allowing a 
limited degree of independent operations to be undertaken by the fleet’s 
lighter elements. The class is built on an enlarged version of the  
Kiang Light Cruiser hull; the ship has a standard Active Fleet Defense  
Package and some ships were outfitted with a second redundant system. These 
vessels are most often found in the company of other cruisers, where they 
operate in close formation as support units. They rarely accompany battle line 
ships, although they can sometimes be found providing additional defensive 
coverage for carrier task forces. The Oriskansky class is fairly common but 
rarely found concentrated in large numbers, as they are parceled out amongst 
the many light squadrons of the fleet. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KIANG CLASS LIGHT CRUISER 
182NPV/157CPV  54 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 A typical light cruiser, the Kiang design has solid structural integrity, 
screens, and mid-range beam weaponry.  The Kiangs are the backbone of 
the ESU’s new cruiser construction, and appear in most fleet formations and 
cruiser squadrons. 
 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KUNLUN CLASS HEAVY DESTROYER 
162NPV/137CPV    48 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Kunlun is a fairly new design intended to hunt down and chase enemy 
raiders and scouts.    In fleet actions the ships mission is to cover the flanks 
and intercept enemy destroyers and other light ships.    

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KUNLUN-S CLASS HEAVY MAULER DESTROYER  
185NPV/160CPV    48 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
MEDIUM SPINAL MOUNT- BEAM 
Range 36MU, Beam width 1MU, DP = 12BD*  
May only fire every other turn, ship may not maneuver the turn after firing.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Kunlun-S is potentially the most dangerous ‘Tin Can’ class vessel ever 
conceived of by any Human military power.    The main weapon consumes so 
much space the ship carries virtually no secondary weapons and has a fragile 
hull.   



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KUNLUN-E CLASS HEAVY ESCORT DESTROYER 
175NPV/150CPV   48 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Kunlun-E class ships are actually all conversions of existing Kunlun 
Heavy Destroyers.   Intended as a stopgap class until the KALINOV 
SHASHKA Battleships were commissioned, the Kunlun-E ships were not 
built in very large numbers and none are under construction.     Almost all 
of them were deployed with dual ADFC systems however they never 
worked properly and most ships of the class have had the secondary ADFC 
computers removed or simply left disabled. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
URAL CLASS FLEET DESTROYER 
116NPV/94CPV   34 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Large, fast, and very powerfully armed, the Ural class destroyers are a superb 
destroyer, albeit somewhat fragile by ESU standards. Unlike older, slower 
destroyer designs, they are quite capable of performing raiding or interception 
duties, operating in wolfpacks of up to a dozen ships in such roles. They also act 
as heavy escorts in fleet actions, with enough firepower to contribute 
significantly to a cruiser squadron or capital ship’s offensive strength. Their 
only real drawback is their crew accommodations, which follow a long and 
unfortunate ESU tradition of being crowded and unpleasant in the extreme. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
URAL-A CLASS DESTROYER 
114NPV/92CPV   34 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Ural-A destroyers are a slightly weaker and less capable version of the Ural Fleet 
Destroyer.   Most serve in reserve or garrison fleets.  This is also one of the few new 
construction ships the ESU has produced as an export model.   Both the PAU and Oceanic 
Union have purchased several ships and the LLAR has shown interest in the class as well. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
KUNITSA CLASS FRIGATE 
80NPV/62CPV    24 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A solid and well-armed modern frigate design, the Kunitsa class is rarely seen in 
offensive operations. Instead they perform a variety of police and customs duties, 
provide vital convoy escorts, and act as light system patrol ships throughout ESU 
territory. They are a popular duty post among enlisted personnel, but officers regard 
assignment to a Kunitsa as a punishment tour, as there is little chance of glory or 
promotion in such mundane roles. 
 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
PORYSHKIN CLASS CORVETTE 
61NPV/46CPV   18 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).    
 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Durable, well-armed, and fast, the Poryshkin does suffer from a relatively high 
procurement cost for a corvette, as well as extremely cramped and 
uncomfortable crew quarters. They are most often employed as light raider units, 
or as light escorts for cruiser task forces. Poryshkins lack the size to be truly 
effective in large fleet actions, but their potent firepower commonly leads to 
their use in such engagements, which has resulted in unfortunately high loss 
rates. 
 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
COSSACK CLASS STRIKEBOAT 
50NPV/38CPV    14 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12   
Class 1 Battery            1 
 
LONG RANGE MISSILE SALVO (ONE SHOT) 
Range 36 MU   Salvo: D6 in salvo, D6 DP each 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Something of an experimental design, the Cossack is a one-shot missile platform 
designed to strike hard at key enemy targets. Normally fielded in squadrons of 
three to twelve ships, they are equipped with the new ME-990 long range salvo 
missiles, allowing them to launch a punishing salvo from beyond the range of 
most weapon systems. Cossacks are very fragile little vessels, though, and their 
backup armament of a single dual-purpose beam weapon is too lightweight to 
serve in extended engagements. Standard practice is to withdraw after launching 
a massed missile volley rather than risk almost certain destruction by staying in 
the fight. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ZEHNG HE CLASS SCOUT SHIP 
27NPV/20CPV   8 Mass 

                                       
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12   
Class 1 Battery            1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Zheng He fleet scout is optimized for independent long range patrol/recon missions. A 
large vessel for its class, it has excellent endurance and (by ESU standards) unusually spacious 
crew quarters designed to permit lengthy operations away from resupply bases without loss 
of efficiency. Most commonly encountered alone or in small groups, Zheng He’s normally 
attempt to evade combat with larger vessels by employing superior acceleration and 
maneuvering capacity. They are marginally more durable than the more common Lenov class 
scouts, but still have little chance of surviving a general fleet action. The only common variant 
is a priority courier design which trades off the fire control system and beam weapon for a 
point-defense array and a tiny cargo hold. 
  

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
SHENGFENG-A CLASS HEAVY CARRIER   289 Mass 
965NPV/1228CPV (+ fighters) 
(1007NPV/1270 if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  

 
 
 
 
 

 

The Shengfeng class CVA is a powerful but expensive design. The ship’s extreme size 
is actually a response to the launch of the FSE Jeanne d’Arc super carriers. 
Embarrassed by reports of the gigantic new vessels being built by their distressingly 
capitalist allies, the Government demanded a more impressive ship from their own 
yards to demonstrate the power of the ESU People. The specifications called for a 
ship of only 23000 tons displacement, but the final, politically-motivated version 
tops the scales at over 28200, an increase of over twenty percent. The actual cost-
effectiveness of the huge Shengfengs is debatable, but they are an impressive 
display of industrial and technical capacity. 
 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
SHENGFENG-B CLASS HEAVY CARRIER   289 Mass 
965NPV/1228CPV (+ fighters) 
(1007NPV/1270CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24  24-36  36-480 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
Class 3 Battery            3           2           1  
Class 4 Battery            4           3           2        1 

    
 
 
 
 
 

 

The ‘B’ variant is unusual in the large long range fire power for any carrier design.   
Only one ship of this variant exists and is assigned to a task force patrolling the ESU 
border.   Rumor has it a Platoon of Assault Marines has been stationed aboard ship 
and one of the Attack Fighter Squadrons replaced with Assault Shuttles.  It is 
unknown if the ship received a dual ADFC but it seems likely. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
CHANCHUN-A ASSAULT CLASS LIGHT CARRIER   182 Mass 
590NPV/621CPV (+ fighters)  
(620NPV/651CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 

      
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Chanchun-A can carry more fighters than the ‘B’ variant but at a considerably 
reduced launch rate.   This class does however carry a full squad of Commandos 
and a compliment of Assault Shuttles for them.   As yet this ship has not been 
tested in combat. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
CHANCHUN-B CLASS LIGHT FLEET CARRIER   182 Mass 
596NPV/627CPV (+ fighters)  
(620NPV/651CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12- 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Built as a standard light carrier, the Changchun class is fairly durable and carries two 
dozen fighters, but is rather lightly armed for its size. Their fighter wings are most 
often used offensively, often with the carrier and its escorts in close support. They 
are commonly seen in the company of small groups of Cossack strikeboats, and 
coordination of missile and fighter strikes is a primary tactical skill for ESU carrier 
captains. They can also be found supporting mixed Ural/Kunlun destroyer 
wolfpacks in independent operations. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
SHENG-LI CLASS STRIKE FLEET CARRIER   147 Mass 
508NPV/412CPV (+ fighters)  
(596NPV/627CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12- 
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Produced as a lower-cost alternative to the Changchun light carrier, the much 
smaller Sheng-Li retains a full four-squadron flight group as well as solid medium-
range beam armament. The design is derived from standardized hull sections used 
in both the Khalinov and Changchun classes, but the resulting ship is overstressed 
by its heavy weapons payload and is less durable than most ESU vessels. 
  *This is a custom ship built by Rich Mcgee at Impoverished Lackey Hobby Services. 
The miniature uses the aft hull and side engines of the FT-245 escort carrier, the 
prow of the FT-239 battlecruiser, and the dorsal engine of the FT-240 battleship. 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
NANJING CLASS ESCORT CARRIER      104 Mass 
345NPV/315 (+ fighters)  
(357NPV/327CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).  
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1            
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

Another product of the “New School” fleet architects, the Nanjing is a small, 
inexpensive carrier design intended to be produced in relatively large numbers to 
provide fighter support for ESU battle squadrons. Lightly-built and carrying only a 
light mid-range beam armament along with a dozen fighters, they are primarily 
defensive ships, avoiding the thick of battle and using their fighters to protect other 
ESU ships. Like the Oriskansky escort cruisers, they are rarely found in large 
numbers, and are more often spread out among as many formations as possible. 

 



EURASION SOLAR UNION 
ALEKSANDER TORTSEC-A CLASS ORBITAL TRANSPORT     120 Mass 
378NPV/327CPV (+ fighters) 
(360 NPV/309CPV if not using the Critical Hits to Hangar Bays rules)  

                                      
PDS (POINT DEFENCE SYSTEM)  
Against Fighters or SMBs, roll 1 die per PDS: 1-3 = no effect, 4-5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills TWO and allows a reroll (reroll kills are same as for 
first die roll).   Class 1 batteries used in PDS mode 1-4 = no effect, 5 kills ONE 
fighter or missile, 6 kills ONE and allows a reroll 
BEAM BATTERIES 
Dice at range:           0-12  12-24   
Class 1 Battery            1            
Class 2 Battery            2           1 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

ESU High Command has ordered 4 Orbital transports to be converted into assault 
ships to be used in direct support of major fleet elements.    Ostensibly the ships are 
intended to be used for putting troops aboard space stations but a considerable 
amount of resources has been spent on ship boarding training. 



 

 

 

MG-92 Fast Interceptor (move 36mu) 24 points per squadron 

 AMG-87 Attack Fighter   24 points per squadron 

AMG-87L Long Range Attack Fighter (combat endurance 9)   
    30 points per squadron 

 Type 46 Assault Shuttle-   6 points plus Marines 



ESU MODEL RANGE  
http://shop.groundzerogames.co.uk/ 
http://shop.groundzerogames.co.uk/index.php?_a=category&cat_id=125&p
age=all 
 
FT-231 Strelets class Light Fighters - flight of 6 individual fighter models - 

FT-232 Zheng He class Scoutship (SC) (pack of 3)  

FT-233 Poryshkin class Corvette (CT) (pack of 3)  

FT-234 Kunitsa class Frigate (FF) (pack of 2)  

FT-235 Ural class Destroyer (DD) (pack of 2)  

FT-236 Kiang class Light Cruiser (CL) 

FT-237 Oriskansky class Escort Cruiser (CE) 

FT-238 Xinglong class Heavy Cruiser (CH) 

FT-239 Pobyeda class Battlecruiser (BC) 

FT-240 Khalinov class Battleship (BB) 

FT-241 Morov class Battledreadnought (BDN) 

FT-242 Zhukov class Superdreadnought (SDN) 

FT-243 Changchun class Light Carrier (CVL) 

FT-244 Shengfeng class Heavy Carrier (CVH) 

FT-245  Nanjing class Escort Carrier (CVE) 

FT-246 Aleksandr Tortsev class Orbital Assault Transport (LSO) 

FT-251 Slava class Heavy Fighters - flight of 6 individual fighter models  

FT-252 Cossack class ESU Strikeboat (pack of 3) 

FT-255  Kunlun class Heavy Destroyer (DDH) (pack of 2) 

FT-261 Fleet Replenishment Tender - Kazbek Class  

FT-262 Fleet Refuelling Tanker - Kola Class  

FT-263 Fleet Replenishment Tender - Kazbek Class (Q-ship variant) 
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